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Editors Comments:

Thanks to everyone for your comments regarding the last newsletter. Please do keep 
posting or emailing me your articles & adverts for the next newsletter, its you the 

membership that makes the group & newsletter what it is. You'll find more new ideas 
in this issue which I hope you enjoy.

Alan Sage
1 Whiston Ave, Bethersden, Kent, TN26 3LA

alan@ajscrafts.co.uk

http://www.coppicegroup.wordpress.com/


Hazel Coppice Restoration:

Here is the first in a series of articles from members who have restored, or are in the process of 
restoring, neglected hazel coppice. If you have previously restored any coppice please do 

consider writing an article for the newsletter. I am hoping to clarify which areas are common 
problems for individuals restoring derelict coppice so that we can build up a better picture of 

what would help or encourage individuals to take on coppice restoration. It will also help to act 
as an archive resource for future members or research.

Hazel Coppice Restoration in Bridgeham Wood, Surrey
by Ian Swain
www.theluddite.com

The wood I work was acquired by my family in 2001. I'd done some work for the wood's previous 
owner, and very luckily we were offered the option to purchase the wood without it coming on 
the open market. Conveniently it is located at the end of my road, so we took the plunge. The 
site is ten acres of low lying heavy clay, with (at that time) a large amount of mature birch, a 
few oaks, rowans, wild service and the remains of a hazel under-story in among a lot of very 
dense holly. This was the result of half a century of neglect – it seems all the mature oaks were 
taken in the 1940s, coppicing was abandoned, and the birch and holly took over. Not what you 
would chose to restore to hazel coppice, thinking in economic terms. However, I've adopted the 
attitude that the wood is my chance to make my mark on a neglected site, and that as I'm going 
to have the benefits of whatever it produces for (probably) the remainder of my working life I 
might as well get stuck in and see whether it can grow some decent hazel. 

The plan was to look for the best remaining areas of hazel and concentrate the work there, and 
to keep restoring until about half the area of the wood was in cycle. I anticipated this taking 
about five years. In practice this has taken nearer ten winters of not very concentrated effort, 
with considerable help from volunteer labour. I know that there is concern among coppice 
workers about the work of conservation volunteers and coppice restoration, the main issues 
being the lack of protection from deer and poor continued management. But perhaps not all 
volunteers should be tarred with the same brush. I carry out tool repairs for the Reigate area 
Conservation Volunteers, who are not a typical outfit: They have three chainsaw operators, a 
proven history of making things happen, and maintaining sites long term. Using the RACV to 
assist with the restoration made a huge impact. The way we operated was as follows: The bulk of 
the volunteers would clear the under-story with bow saws, burning waste (about one fire per ¾ 
acre, so a lot of dragging!) and stacking fire wood and deer fencing support stakes. The chainsaw 
operators would then fell and sned all the birch (plus varying numbers of oaks, rowans, hollies) 
and any under-story that had resisted the bow saw efforts, also lowering and neatening the cut 
hazel stools at the same time. Cord lengths of birch etc were then stacked by volunteers armed 
with log tongs: very low impact extraction. Using volunteers like this is pretty productive, and 
the 'user body fee' of £5 per vol/day was good value, especially as it included the chainsaw 
operators! However I'd stress that not all volunteer groups are as competent, biddable and 
productive – and being their tool repairer did me no harm in terms of their efforts.

I looked at the grants available for the restoration work at the time (WIG and AMG if I recall 
correctly), which seemed derisory for the work involved, which is saying something considering I 
was using volunteer labour. I decided that the amount of time I would take doing the hated 
admin made it a non deal for me. 

I was lucky that this work coincided with the steady rise in firewood prices. I've sold many loads 
of logs, getting lots of repeat trade. I keep things simple, covering the cord tops with corrugated 
iron for a year, then chainsawing to about 9” lengths, splitting by hand, then chucking the wood 
into the pick-up, making up approximately one cubic meter loads. These have gone from £50 to 



£70 over last few years – good money when you aren't paying for expensive processing 
equipment, and when you can do several loads in a day. 

The work outlined above left fairly clear areas, with just a scatter of standards, possibly too 
many, but I wanted to see how the oaks would respond to a bit of light and air, and then thin 
them on the first rotation when their progress could be assessed. The straighter hazel poles of a 
few inches diameter provided stakes for the Tenax deer fencing. One post every ten paces 
seemed to be enough, with an occasional slim stiffening rod if the terrain needs it. We 
sometimes have about six roe deer in the wood, but they haven't challenged the fences at all. 
Luckily the site is too wet for rabbits to be a problem.

Most coppice workers reading this will probably thinking “yes, all very well but what is the stool 
density?”. The stools are on average perhaps 2 to 3 meters apart. Not good. However they are 
vigorous and I think less than a dozen have died in the whole wood. Some of the best stools had 
70 growth rings, and were of considerable size. I tried layering while the volunteers were 
working, but it was a non starter. Either the stems I wanted were accidentally cut, or they 
proved an obstruction for later work and got damaged. Good as volunteers can be, force of 
numbers and finesse when selecting and preserving stems or materials are not compatible. 

Birch regeneration is very strong in the wood, and I do have to control it here and there. 
However to some extent it seems to draw up the hazel, and isn't proving as much of a problem as 
I had feared. If it threatens to over top the hazel then I cut it, but this only seems an issue 
where stools are furthest spaced.

Now half the wood's area is restored, and I've taken a cut from our restored first area. I've 
transplanted many hazels (of local provenance) to gap up, and I will layer as I cut the restored 
areas. With time, stool density will increase – it'll be great by the time I retire! For the moment 
the rods I get are not all of great quality (possibly an understatement...) but this is the first cut 
after restoration. I have however sold many bean poles and pea sticks locally, as well as hedging 
stakes and a few binders.

Editors Note: In order to help make these restoration articles more comparable I've requested a 
rough guide on the quantities of products or materials derived from a 'typical cut'.

For Ian's wood during restoration he was yielding approximately 40 cords worth of cordwood per 
acre plus quantities of hedging stakes.

The second cut at 9 years regrowth is producing approximately 
1700 binders (or bean poles) & 1200 stakes per acre plus 
quantities of pea boughs/sticks.

Ian currently feels that the quality of the hazel rods aren't 
really up to hurdle standard yet & hasn't tapped into this 
market. But he will be learning the art of hurdle making from 
Neil McLaughlan during this years coppice week, so he can 
possibly expect to find out for sure, soon enough.

National Bean Pole Week
23rd April to 1st May

There are lots of events up & down the country promoting locally coppiced bean poles during 
the National Bean Pole Week. If you are organising one or would like to be involved in one you 

can do so via this web site.
http://www.beanpoles.org.uk/



Coppice Survey:

If you haven't done so already, then please remember to fill in a coppice survey form & send it 
off to Debbie Bartlett. This allows us, as individuals, as a group & as an industry to raise 

awareness about the work been done & access vital resources. The response form can be found 
on our web site:

http://coppicegroup.wordpress.com/downloads/

Phytophthora ramorum

Whilst this pathogen has been spreading in the UK since at least 2002, it has now also started infecting 
European Larch for the first time & is quickly spreading up from the SW. Links to the latest updates from 

the FC are below.

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/newsrele.nsf/AllByUNID/402351E0A3B14C9B8025785C005D7AC4
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pramorum

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/INFD-8EJKP4

Up until 31st March 2011 two FC grants were available for the management & control of this pathogen, but 
they are currently under review. If you spot any signs of infection, it must be reported to the FC as it is 

currently classed as a quarantine organism under EU emergency measures.

Woods Needing Woodsman:
Polesden Lacey, near Dorking, Surrey.

660 acres of woodland, that could support several Coppice workers.
The National Trust are looking to help & assist in any way they can.

Contact: Andy Goodwin to visit/view/discuss/negotiate
Email: andy.goodwin@nationaltrust.org.uk 

Woodsman Needing Woods:
No posts currently submitted.

If you wish to list yourself, or your wood, you can either contact Alan Sage (alan@ajscrafts.co.uk) or 
download the form off of our web site:

http://coppicegroup.wordpress.com/downloads/

The Woodsman’s Sandwich

You'll usually find Ramsons (also known as wild garlic) in my sandwich at work, as its very abundant in 
one of the woods I manage. Its also extremely flavoursome. In early spring I usually mix it with the 
small, young hawthorn & hazel leaves which are also abundant in the wood. Wood Sorrel is another 

favourite, but unfortunately I haven't cut in any woodlands with any sorrel in, for sometime.

If you don't like bird droppings or rat urine you might prefer to 
wash anything you pick, before eating it!

So, what’s in your sandwich? What do you eat when you 'eat out' ? 
Please write in with your tips & recipes for any woodland or wild 

food & drink.

Any outdoor cooking & recipe tips are also welcomed.

Both the white flowers & the leaves of the Ramson are delicious.

mailto:alan@ajscrafts.co.uk
mailto:andy.goodwin@nationaltrust.org.uk
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/INFD-8EJKP4
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pramorum
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/newsrele.nsf/AllByUNID/402351E0A3B14C9B8025785C005D7AC4
http://coppicegroup.wordpress.com/downloads/


Dormice: Increase or Decline?
from Ian White

Are dormice out of the woods?
Dormouse conservation has produced some very positive results over the past 20 years and declines in the 
national population have slowed. But it is important that we both maintain and increase the momentum. 
The key to helping us to achieve this is knowing where they are and how they are doing and so the 
submission of records from both new and existing sites continues to be crucial. This data enables us to see if 
the measures we are putting in place to help dormice – be it coppicing, hedge laying or mitigation in the 
form of creating new habitat – are working. By increasing our knowledge we can ensure that the creation of 
future opportunities can build on past successes. 

The Great Nut Hunts of 1993 and 2001 demonstrated that dormice had been lost from seven counties in the 
preceding century. Their status in counties in which they remained had not been recorded since Victorian 
times and hence the population change over a hundred years in southern England and Wales could not be 
properly understood. It is possible that in more wooded areas the dormouse population remained stable 
but it is likely that with less woodland management, changes in hedgerow management and increased 
urban development, the national dormouse population was in decline.  When the National Dormouse 
Monitoring Programme (NDMP) was established in 1988 early results suggested that this was the case and 
that dormouse populations were suffering. This led to the creation of the dormouse BAP in 1997 which had 
the aims of maintaining, enhancing and re-establishing dormouse populations. 

Maintaining dormouse numbers

Progress has been made on all three of these aims. The NDMP is the 
surveillance tool set up to monitor the national dormouse population trend. It 
is the largest small mammal monitoring programme in the world and involves 
approximately 600 volunteers checking nest boxes at over 250 sites. The data 
is submitted annually online to the People’s Trust for Endangered Species 
(PTES), who manage the programme.  Analysis undertaken in 2009 suggested 
that while the dormouse population decline had not been arrested in the 
previous 21 years, it had slowed. This was good news and while it would be 
nice to attribute the improvement to two decades of conservation effort, the 
influencing factors are as yet unknown. PTES also manages the National 
Dormouse Database (NDD) which is the national dataset of dormouse records 
in England and Wales. Records are submitted online or by telephone by the 
general public, dormouse volunteers and ecological consultants; the degree of validation depends on 
recorder experience but members of the public are always contacted and questioned or asked to submit a 
photograph. Data is exchanged with Local Record Centres to ensure that the NDD is the most accurate and 
comprehensive national dormouse dataset. It is very important to ensure that all dormouse records are 
submitted to PTES to maintain its accuracy, and updated advice on the NE and CCW licence return form 
encourages all holders to submit their data to PTES. 

Are dormouse populations being enhanced?
There has been a recent upsurge of interest in dormouse conservation and an increase in the number of 
sites submitting data to the NDMP. There has also been an increase in the number of new local dormouse 
groups. If more people are looking for dormice it is likely that more dormouse populations will be found but 
this does not mean that dormouse populations have been enhanced. More people involved in dormouse 
conservation however, also means that there are more volunteers prepared to undertake habitat 
management and more people aware of poor management practise.  There was a recent situation in Kent 
where a contractor, working for a power company, cleared an area underneath power lines within a known 
dormouse site.  The inappropriate management was quickly identified and after negotiation with the 
company, the situation was rectified to the satisfaction of all parties. 



Re-establishing dormouse populations
The final element of implementing the original dormouse BAP is releasing 
captive bred populations back into those seven counties from where the 
animals became extinct, and bolstering numbers in counties where only a 
few natural sites are known. PTES, along with many other partners, has 
successfully reintroduced dormice into ten counties and at 5 sites they are 
known to have dispersed beyond the original release wood. Although the 
dormouse release programme was initiated 18 years ago it is still too early 
to suggest that they are securely re-established within any of the counties 
from which they had become extinct. Further, strategic, reintroductions close to existing sites could enable 
the formation of dormouse meta populations which would consolidate their re-establishment within an 
area.

Dormice are protected under UK legislation and under European law. The wording of The Conservation of 
Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 implies that if the presence of dormice is identified in an area, no 
further work there should be undertaken. In reality appropriate management work is usually required to 
ensure suitable areas of habitat are maintained for dormice in the long term – hence many of us find 
ourselves in a slightly odd situation where following regulations to the letter may well result in much greater 
damage to an endangered species.  One of the positive aspects of this legislation is that ignorance of 
dormouse presence is not a defence for inappropriate management, which removes any necessity for 
landowners to be secretive about dormice being on their land. We can use this to our benefit by using these 
records to further improve the accuracy of the NDD. 

While there is much we do know about dormouse ecology there are still large gaps in our knowledge.  There 
is empirical and anecdotal evidence of dormice coming to ground and crossing roads and paths but there is 
also evidence of them going out of their way to cross tracks using branch and twig linkage.  Dormouse 
physiology suggests a predominantly arboreal lifestyle and a number of dormouse bridges have been 
erected recently as part of development mitigation schemes. Although the design of these bridges has been 
based on experiments with captive animals, they have yet to be shown to work in the wild. This should not 
preclude their continued use but it is imperative that any dormouse bridge schemes incorporate an aspect 
of long term monitoring to assess their functionality. 

We have come a long way since dormice were considered common in some counties and sold as pets in 
Surrey school yards. They might still be considered locally common in certain areas but their presence 
should be considered as a privilege rather than an expectation and it is important that populations are 
recorded to ensure their longevity.  If you have any nest box monitoring data or one-off survey records 
please submit these to the NDMP or NDD respectively. This can be done simply online at 
www.ptes.org/dormousemonitoring or alternatively posted to PTES, 15 Cloisters House, 8 Battersea Park 
Road, London, SW8 4BG.  

PTES produces bi-annual copies of The Dormouse Monitor newsletter 
and also administers a google forum – both of these free resources 
have reports and articles on dormouse work and research . If you 
would like to subscribe to either, please email 
Susan.sharafi@ptes.org. 

Editors Note:
As Ian's article points out, Dormice are classified by English & 
European Law as an endangered & protected species, so you will 
require a license to handle or survey them. 

Overleaf is a list of other useful resources with info & facts on Dormice, Habitat Creation, Surveying & 
Monitoring:

mailto:Susan.sharafi@ptes.org
http://www.ptes.org/dormousemonitoring


Dormouse Resource Info:

Forestry Commission Guidelines: http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/england-protectedspecies-dormouse.pdf/
$FILE/england-protectedspecies-dormouse.pdf
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/Dormousewalesv4.pdf/$FILE/Dormousewalesv4.pdf
FC guidance on Woodland Management for Dormice & identifying their presence.
The Mammal Society: http://www.mammal.org.uk/
National group involved in the conservation of all British Mammals which has a links page with all Local  
Mammal groups including Sussex, Surrey, Kent, etc...Local groups also provide handling training.
Peoples Trust for Endangered Species: http://ptes.org/
Global group involved in the conservation of all endangered species, has lots of info on Dormice & other  
endangered species including surveying techniques & training.
Ian’s Web Site: http://greenboot.co.uk/
Has lots of interesting conservation links & information.
Local Dormouse Groups:
http://www.surreydormousegroup.org.uk/
http://hampshiredormousegroup.co.uk/

Coppice Week 2011
17th to 22nd May @ Ashdown Forest (Broadstone Warren)

There will be visits from schools, cubs & scout groups on the Friday & Saturday, so any members 
that are available to help guide them around would be appreciated. We will also require someone to 

'man the stand' each day, so if you are able to offer a couple of hours or a whole day it will help 
the group immensely. Members of the public will be able to mingle all week, the same as last year. 

Whilst most of the courses have now filled up, there are still a couple of places left on the courses 
highlighted in white below....:

Clogs ~ Jeremy Atkinson (18th & 19th)
Wattle Hurdles ~ Neil McLaughlan (17th to 19th)

Chestnut Pales ~ Peter Jones (18th)
Oak Swill Baskets ~ Owen Jones (20th to 22nd)

Bark Weaving ~ Mark Lloyd (20th or 22nd)
Willow Basketry ~ John Waller (18th & 19th)

Trugs ~ Charlie Groves (21st)
Advanced Trugs ~ Charlie Groves (19th & 20th)

Frame Basketry ~ Alan Sage (21st & 22nd)
Gate Hurdles ~ Alan Sage (17th)

Spoon Carving ~ Peter Maton (22nd)
Thatching Spars ~ Peter Jameson (21st)

Besom Brooms & Tent Pegs ~ Terry Heard (20th & 21st)
Traditional Charcoal Earth Burn ~ Alan Waters (17th to 22nd)

Subsidised places for group members & coppice workers are also still available. For bookings & 
enquiries please contact Dave Rossney (esusforestry@btinternet.com).

Innovation Forum: Open Floor

Roger has been very busy developing new ways of using the stock knife since the last 
newsletter. There will be a full article on this in the next newsletter but more importantly you 
will be able to get involved in the development of his prototype device at the Hands On Day & 

during the Coppice Week. I think he has developed what could be a ground breaking device that 
is capable of turning out unique, beautiful & yet profitable products.

http://hampshiredormousegroup.co.uk/
http://www.surreydormousegroup.org.uk/
http://greenboot.co.uk/
http://ptes.org/
http://www.mammal.org.uk/
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/Dormousewalesv4.pdf/$FILE/Dormousewalesv4.pdf
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/england-protectedspecies-dormouse.pdf/$FILE/england-protectedspecies-dormouse.pdf
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/england-protectedspecies-dormouse.pdf/$FILE/england-protectedspecies-dormouse.pdf


Heritage Crafts Association ~ Spring Conference 2011
from Paul Vodden

Pete Jameson and I attended the first HCA Spring Conference on Saturday, 19 March at the Victoria and 
Albert Museum in Kensington, London.  Those of you who do not know the HCA I strongly recommend you 
have a look at its website and see the good work it does in supporting endangered crafts.  Robin Wood is 
the Chairman and he has been very successful in bringing a number of influential people onto its 
Committee, he announced at the Spring Conference that HRH Prince of Wales had agreed to be the 
Association’s President, quite a coup!

The Conference included an Instant Craft Gallery offering attendees the opportunity of providing a small 
representation of their particular craft.  Pete prepared, with a little help from me, a presentation of 
charcoal burning although as we only had five square inches on a table top this was a somewhat difficult, 
not to say impossible task!!  One suggestion for the next conference might be to theme the displays and 
limit numbers so that they could be a bit more meaningful.

Robin Wood, Chairman of the Association, opened with a review of its activities.  He spoke about the 
various craft workers who are the last of their line and are approaching retirement age, when they go there 
will be no one left to carry on their work.  He also referred to buildings with a specific use in traditional 
crafts, for instance two buildings that are associated with boat building and where two craftsmen carry on 
the traditional craft the buildings were purpose built to house.  The local authority wants to turf out the 
craftsmen and “do up” the buildings and install an up market coffee shop and some other trendy and more 
financially valuable business.  What a short sighted attitude!

The keynote speech was delivered by Tanya Harrod, Associate Professor at the Bath School of Art and 
Design.  Alex Langlands of the three TV series that presented life in various epochs on a farm culminating in 
the most recent “Life on an Edwardian Farm” also provided one of the main contributions.   He discussed 
how he became involved in archaeology and how the various programmes were made.  It was clear that 
there was often conflict between trying to present an authentic representation of the period but also in 
producing an entertaining TV programme, sometimes entertainment won over authenticity, not 
unsurprisingly!

In the morning, along with the presentations from Tanya Harrod and Alex Langlands we heard from Mark 
Henderson who used his experience in the campaign to bring Saville Row, the street of exclusive tailors, 
back from the brink of extinction in order to explain the techniques that can be used to campaign for other 
crafts.

After lunch a number of craftspeople explained how they do their work and the problems they face in 
trying to keep their craft alive.  Sophie Hussain, the tutor in the stained glass section of the TV programme 
Master Crafts, spoke about and showed photos of the various glassworks whose master craftsmen had 
influenced and trained her and which have now closed after, in some cases, hundreds of years.

Stewart Linford spoke entertainingly about how he made his exclusive furniture from things like bits of the 
Victory that were rescued as they were about to be burnt on a bonfire.   There was also a chair celebrating 
the Battle of Britain the stretchers of which were in the form of a four bladed propeller, another chair 
celebrating Winston Churchill had a secret humidor in its seat.  This furniture is made using traditional 



crafts and Stewart’s presentation showed how these can be maintained by adding value to a product by 
making it exclusive and highly desirable.

Gail McGarva spoke about her work building replicas, or what she prefers to call daughters, of a couple of 
historic open work boats.  She used the original techniques so these are more than simply replicas.

Robin Wood ended the conference by reporting on some of the success of the Association, for instance, 
Mike Turnock, the last sieve and riddle maker who, with the intervention of the Association now has an 
apprentice to take on the work when he retires in a year or so.  

The Conference was an entertaining and informative event with the various presentations short and 
punchy.  However, if I have a complaint it was that there were not many opportunities to network; perhaps 
there could have been fewer presentations and more time for refreshments.  Still, a small point and it was 
well worth going.

http://www.heritagecrafts.org.uk/index.html

Public Bodies Bill
update from Paul Vodden

In mid February, Caroline Spelman, Environment Secretary, announced that she was abandoning 
plans to sell off 258,000 hectares of state-owned woodland, which many people greeted with a 

huge sense of relief. The Environment Secretary is now setting up a new panel of experts to 
provide advice on how best to manage these woodlands, we wait with bated breath for their 

recommendations!

Editors Note: You can now view who's been appointed to the advisory panel on DEFRA's web site: 
http://www.defra.gov.uk/rural/forestry/panel/ 

You are invited by the panel to express your views to them directly.

Forthcoming Shows, Events & Meetings:
The speaker at the next meeting will be Jamie Robinson who will be talking about Crime  

Prevention & other Rural Crime issue's.
Dates:
5th May
17th to 22nd May
2nd & 3rd July
28th July
17th November

6th to 8th May
15th May
30th May
21st to 24th July
17th to 19th September
25th September 
7th to 9th October

Times:
7.30pm till 9.30pm
All day & all night
11.00am till 3.00pm
7.30pm till 9.30pm
7.30pm till 9.30pm

Event:
Members Meeting
Coppice Week
Hands on Day/Weekend
AGM & Members Meeting
Members Meeting

Bodgers Ball
Open Day
Surrey County Show
Art in Action
Weald Wood Fair
Country Fair
Surrey Hills Wood Fair

Venue:
@ Buchan Country Park
@ Ashdown Forest
@ Fernhurst Furnace
@ Buchan Country Park
@ Buchan Country Park

@ Brockhampton Estate
@ Merrists Wood
@ Stoke Park, Guildford
@ Waterperry House, Oxford
@ Bentley, Sussex
@ Loseley Park
@ Bramley, Surrey

For any queries regarding any show(s) please contact Mick Stanton Tel: 01483 810062

http://www.defra.gov.uk/rural/forestry/panel/
http://www.heritagecrafts.org.uk/index.html


Hands On Day
2nd & 3rd July @ Fernhurst Furnace

Full details for the Hands On Day will follow after the Coppice Week event. However 
the committee are now looking for volunteers not only to provide more 'hands on' 
activities but also to help out with all the other tasks during the day. Such as the 

catering, parking, setting up, manning the stand, etc...If you can help out in anyway, 
even if its for a couple of hours, please do contact one of the committee so we can 

allocate you a task.
Everyone is welcome to camp out for the weekend if you wish. We hope to see as 

many members, friends & family there as possible.

Fernhurst Furnace, Vann Road, Fernhurst, nr. Haslemere, Sussex.

Your Committee:

The committee would like to hear from you. Do you have any ideas for newsletter articles, shows 
we should attend, future innovations, merchandising, speakers at meetings, hands on day activities, 
courses, web site improvements etc....? Please contact us with your thoughts, ideas & comments.

John Sinclair
Ian White
Mick Stanton
Will Wallace
Gemma Root
Philip Hardy
Alan Sage
Roger Day
Richie Hobbs

Chairman
Secretary & Treasurer
Shows
Merchandising & Discounts
Website
Speakers
Newsletter Editor
Innovation & Development
Courses & Training

jadeswood@tiscali.co.uk
ian@greenboot.co.uk
fraughtwrought@btinternet.com
will@wills-mill.co.uk
gemma.root@googlemail.com
philiphardy.bushcopse@virgin.net
alan@ajscrafts.co.uk
rogerdaysculptor@hotmail.co.uk
richard@circusbox.co.uk

01483283608
01256397919
01483810062
07899894294

01403262100
01233820461
07743047209 
07731914989

Membership Renewal Reminder:
If you haven't yet renewed your membership for 2011 this will be the last newsletter 

you will receive. Membership payments (only £20) should be made to:

Ian White, 2 Chapel Close, Dummer, Hampshire, RG25 2AB.

Overleaf is a list of some of the many benefits you'll receive as a member.

mailto:rogerdaysculptor@hotmail.co.uk
mailto:philiphardy.bushcopse@virgin.net
mailto:gemma.root@googlemail.com
mailto:gemma.root@googlemail.com
mailto:will@wills-mill.co.uk
mailto:ian@greenboot.co.uk
mailto:jadeswood@tiscali.co.uk


Member Benefits:
• Quarterly Newsletter with free advertising, articles, reviews, information & forum.
• Quarterly Member Meetings with talks, lively debate & free refreshments.
• Heavily Discounted Training.
• Free Web Advertising for your Business.
• Free Email & Web Forum with other members.
• Free Attendance to numerous Shows & Events such as the Hands On Day, 

Coppice Week & the Weald Woodfair.
• Free Social & Business Networking Opportunities.
• Association with the National Coppice Federation & other Regional Coppice 

Groups.
• A Common 'Voice' to other organisations, such as the Forestry Commission.
• Product & Service Discounts available from the following Companies:

Up to 25% discounts on chainsaws, machinery, ropes, arb gear etc...from 
ATS Machinery LTD, Horsham.
Tel: 01403 891580
http://www.ats-machinery.co.uk/

Hugely discounted Tenax Deer Fencing available from Nick Owen at the 
Lower Mole Project. Only £85 per roll (inclusive of VAT).
Tel: 01372 743783 
Email: nick.owen@surreycc.gov.uk

Kiln Ports made by Steve Icke available from £20 per port depending on design.
Tel: 07802 348708

30% cash discount on Spiral Chimney Ducting (ideal for kilns) from 
Mechanical Air Supplies, Leatherhead.
Tel: 01372 370085
http://www.masltd.com/

10% discount on all Ian Swain reconditioned tools & devices.
Email: ian@theluddite.com
http://www.theluddite.com/

10% discount on all hand forged tools, devices, ornamental work & steel 
fabrication.
Tel: 01483 810062
fraughtwrought@btinternet.com

mailto:fraughtwrought@btinternet.com
http://www.theluddite.com/
mailto:ian@theluddite.com
http://www.masltd.com/
mailto:nick.owen@surreycc.gov.uk
http://www.ats-machinery.co.uk/


Members Free Ads:
Ifor Williams Trailer For Sale:
My single axle 8' x 4' Ifor Williams trailer 
is available for sale. 
Please contact me to take a look if you are 
interested.
Contact: John Lindfield, Sussex.
Email: john_lindfield@excite.com

Charcoal Kiln For Sale:
I am selling my 7ft diameter charcoal kiln complete 
with lid, top ring, four chimneys & eight elbows all 
in good condition. The bottom ring has sagged & 
needs re-welding. Please contact me to arrange a 
viewing.
Contact: Philip Hardy, Horsham, Sussex.
Tel: 01403262100
Email: philiphardy.bushcopse@virgin.net

Milled Timber For Sale:
I have quantities of the following air dried/drying rough 
cut (through & through) boards available. Ideal for rustic 
furniture etc, I can cut to length or plank if required.
Green Waney Edged Oak ~ 2” x 18” x 168” @ £26 ³ft
Green Waney Edged Oak ~ 1” x 14” x 144” @ £26 ³ft
Seasoned Waney Edged Elm ~ 1” x 12” x 132” @ £30 ³ft
Seasoned Square Edged Ash ~ 1” x 13” x 108” @ £22 ³ft
Contact: Alan Sage, Ashford, Kent.
Tel: 01233820461
Email: info@ajscrafts.co.uk

Peeler/Pointer Wanted:
I'm looking for a stand alone peeler/pointer, 
preferably mounted on a trailer. If you have 
one or know of one for sale anywhere, please 
let me know.
Contact: Alan Sage, Ashford, Kent.
Tel: 01233820461
Email: info@ajscrafts.co.uk

If you would like to place a free ad, please email me your text & photo:
info@ajscrafts.co.uk

Members Business Ads Online:
www.coppicegroup.wordpress.com/products-services/

www.coppicegroup.wordpress.com

http://www.coppicegroup.wordpress.com/

